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Abstract
We spectroscopically investigate a pathway for the conversion of 23Na39K Feshbachmolecules into
rovibronic ground statemolecules via stimulated Raman adiabatic passage. Using photoassociation
spectroscopy from the diatomic scattering threshold in the a3Σ+ potential, we locate the resonantly
mixed electronically excited intermediate states ∣ P = ñB v, 81 and ∣ S = ñ+c v, 303 which, due to their
singlet–triplet admixture, serve as an ideal bridge between predominantly a3Σ+ Feshbachmolecules
and pureX1Σ+ ground statemolecules.We investigate their hyperfine structure and present a simple
model to determine the singlet–triplet coupling of these states. Using Autler–Townes spectroscopy,
we locate the rovibronic ground state of the 23Na39Kmolecule (∣ S = = ñ+X v N, 0, 01 ) and the
second rotationally excited stateN=2 to unambiguously identify the ground state.We also extract
the effective transition dipolemoment from the excited to the ground state. Our investigations result
in a fully characterized scheme for the creation of ultracold bosonic 23Na39K ground statemolecules.

1. Introduction

Quantumgases of ultracold polarmolecules offer unprecedented novel opportunities for the investigation of
dipolar collisions, quantum chemical processes and quantummany-body systems [1–5]. The newhandle in
comparison to atomic systems is given by the electric dipolemoment of heteronuclear diatomic ground state
molecules. Themost successful approach to the creation of ultracold ensembles of polar ground statemolecules
is based on the association of two chemically different ultracold atomic alkali species. This process starts with
magneto-association toweakly bound Feshbachmolecules and continues with the coherent transfer of the
weakly boundmolecules to the rovibrational ground state of polarmolecules using a STImulated Raman
Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP) [6]. For the transfer from the initiallymagneto-associatedmolecular state ∣ ñi to the
finalmolecular ground state ∣ ñf , the STIRAP transfer consists of an adiabatic change of the dressed state
composition by involving two coherent laser beams referred to as Pump and Stokes laser. The Pump laser
couples ∣ ñi to a third excited state ∣ ñe , the Stokes laser ∣ ñf to ∣ ñe , resulting in a typicalΛ-level scheme; see figure 1.
During the time evolution the intermediate state ∣ ñe is not populated and therefore does not contribute to
incoherentmolecule losses due to spontaneous decay. In the case of bi-alkalimolecules, the coupling between
∣ ñi /∣ ñf and ∣ ñe is governed by the Franck–Condon overlap, the singlet–triplet fraction and the hyperfine
composition of the states. For bi-alkali heteronuclearmolecules the ground state ∣ ñf always belongs to theX1Σ+

potential while aweakly bound dimer state ∣ ñi existsmainly in the a3Σ+ potential; see figure 1(a). To act as an
efficient coupling bridge, the choice of ∣ ñe is crucial. It needs to be chosen to couple well to the initial triplet as
well as to thefinal singlet state. This can be achieved through the careful choice ofmixed states in the 3Π/1Σ+ or
3Σ+/1Π potentials; see figure 1(a). Up to now, the production of trapped ground statemolecules, either
fermionic, such as 40K87Rb [7], 23Na40K [8] and 6Li23Na [9], or bosonic, such as 87Rb133Cs [10, 11] and 23Na87Rb
[12] has been reported. NaRb [12] andRbCs [10, 11] ground statemolecules have been prepared by using
coupled states in theA1Σ+ and b3Π potentials. KRb [7] and fermionic 23Na40K [8] ground statemolecules have
been created using states in the c3Σ+ andB1Π potentials. Additionally, ground statemolecules for fermionic
23Na40K have been created using excited states in energetically higherD1Π and d3Π potentials [13]; not shown in
figure 1(a).
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In the case of 23Na39K, suitable transitions for the creation of ground statemolecules have so far only been
investigated experimentally in hot beam experiments accessing rotational states withN�6 [15].Moreover, the
work [15] does not include hyperfine structure and offsetmagnetic fields. In addition, previous theorywork [16]
describes a complete spectrum involving spin–orbit, Coriolis and spin–rotation interactions aswell as Franck–
Condon factors identifying promising singlet–tripletmixed states. However, the hyperfine structure still
remains untreated although it is crucial for a successful STIRAP transfer [13]. In this paper, we present hyperfine
resolved spectroscopic investigations of the 23Na39Kmolecule at biasmagnetic fields for stronglymixed states
known from [15, 16].

Using one-photon association spectroscopy, we first locate and characterize the stronglymixed
∣ P = ñB v, 81 and ∣ S = ñ+c v, 303 states serving as a bridge between the a3Σ+ andX1Σ+ potentials. A large
Zeeman splitting at 150 G enables us to performhyperfine resolved optical spectroscopy of the excited
molecular statemanifold.We present a simplemodel to determine the singlet–triplet admixtures of the excited
states. Furthermore, we perform two-photonAutler–Townes spectroscopy [17] to locate the rovibronic ground
state, determine the rotational constants and extract effective dipole transitionmatrix elements fromour
measurements. Thus, we present and fully characterize a pathway for the creation of rovibronic (v=0,N=0)
23Na39K ground statemolecules for the first time.

In the following, we give an outline of the experimental setup and procedures; see section 2. In section 3.1we
present themodelfit for the coupled excited states, and in section 3.2we detail the spectroscopic one-photon
measurements. This is followed by the two-photon ground state spectroscopywhich includes the determination
of the rotational constant and the transition dipole element of the Stokes transition in section 4.

2. Experimental setup andprocedures

The spectroscopic studies presented in thiswork are basedon the preparationof anultracoldmixture of 23Na+39K.
Adescriptionof the experimental setup canbe found in [16, 18, 19]. Details of the experimental procedure canbe
found in [20, 21]. In the following,we briefly summarize themain experimental steps. First, 23Naand 39K atoms are
loaded into a two-colormagneto-optical trap, followedby simultaneousmolasses cooling of both species. The
atoms are optically pumped to theF=1manifold and loaded into anoptically pluggedmagnetic quadrupole trap,
where forcedmicrowave evaporative cooling of 23Na is performed. 39K atoms are sympathetically cooled by 23Na.
After both atomic species are transferred into a 1064 nmcrossed-beamoptical dipole trap (cODT), a homogeneous
magneticfield of 150 G is applied to ensure favorable scattering properties in themixture [20]. The atoms are

Figure 1.MolecularΛ-level scheme for the 23Na39K. (a)The potential energy curves for theNaKmolecules which are involved in the
spectroscopy (blue and green lines). The gray dashed and dashed dotted lines indicate energetically deeper electronic potentials which
can be used for alternative STIRAPpathways (see text). Curves from [14]. (b)A simplified sketch displays the energy levels. Red and
yellow full circles visualize free 39K and 23Na atoms respectively (∣ ñi ), the excitedmolecule (∣ ñe ) and the ground statemolecule (∣ ñf ).
The black line refers to the atomic state of the 23Na+39Kmixture (∣ ñi ). The dark blue lines in the upper part are the particular
vibrational states in the triplet and singlet statemanifold (∣ ñe ). The energy shift between these states is given by the perturbed energy
difference D

~
(see section 3). The green lines represent the electronic ground state (∣ ñf )with its rotational ground stateN=0 and the

excited stateN=2which are separated by 6×B0. The solid arrows indicate the light from the spectroscopy referred to as Pump and
Stokes laser light.
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prepared in the ∣ ∣= = - ñ + = = - ñf m f m1, 1 1, 1f fNa K states. Then, forcedoptical evaporation is
performedonboth species by lowering the intensity of bothbeamsof the cODT.The forced evaporationprocess is
stoppedwhen the atomic sample has a temperature of about 1 μKand a correspondingphase space density�0.1 for
both species. Todecrease the differential gravitational sag and assure a significant overlap of the twoclouds, the
cODT intensity is rampedup again. For the spectroscopypresented in thiswork, themagneticfield is either set to
130 Gor left at 150 Gyielding values atwhich the inter and intra species scattering properties allow for a long
lifetimeof the sample byminimizing three-body losses. This allows for a sufficiently long interaction timeduring
photoassociation experiments, as required by the expectedweak coupling between the atompair at the scattering
threshold and the electronically excited statemolecules. The laser light for thePumpand the Stokes transitions at
816 nmand573 nmrespectively is generated bydiode laser systems. The 816 nm light is generated by a commercial
external-cavity diode laser (ECDL). The generationof the 573 nm light starts froma commercial ECDLoperating at
1146 nm.The light is amplifiedby a tapered amplifier and subsequently frequencydoubled in a self-built resonant
bow-tie doubling cavity.Both lasers are locked to a commercial ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass cavity byusing the
Pound–Drever–Hall technique [22]. A sideband locking scheme involvingwidely tunable electro-optical
modulators ensure the tunability of both locked laserswithin the free spectral range of theULE cavitywhich is
1.499 GHz.Thefinesse of theULEcavity is 24 900 and37 400 for 816 nmand1146 nm light, respectively. The laser
system setup is similar to the onedescribed in [23].

Optical fibers spatiallyfilter the light and ensure high quality beamproperties. The polarization is set by a
half-wave plate for eachwavelength. The foci of the two beams on the atoms are adjusted to 1/e2-beamwaists of
35 μmfor the Pump laser and 40 μmfor the Stokes laser. Themaximum laser power is 25 mWfor each laser.
With the Pumpbeam at full power, the Stokes beam is reduced to�10 mWto avoid a depletion of 23Na atoms in
the trap center, originating froma strong repulsive dipole force. The beams are geometrically superimposed and
orientated perpendicularly to the appliedmagnetic field.

3. Excited state spectroscopy

3.1. Localmodel for the excited statemanifold
In our experiment, we are specifically interested in a detailed understanding of the previously located [15]
stronglymixed ∣ P = ñB v, 81 and ∣ S = ñ+c v, 303 states. Hyperfine splitting and spin–orbit coupling for these
two states can bemodeled by a simple two-manifold coupled system,when neglecting contributions fromother
vibrational and rotational levels, fromnucleus–nucleus interaction and nucleus–rotation coupling. This allows
us to treat the two statemanifolds separately in the following spectrally localmodel.

The excited state can be described byHund’s case (a) and that allows to consider the total angular
momentum J=1 as resulting from the coupling of the rotational angularmomentum


N and the spin


S [24].

23Na and 39K nuclear spins are = =i i 3 2Na K leading to 3×4×4=48 different states in the singlet and
triplet channel.

In absenceof coupling theHamiltonians for the investigated states, in the basis of ∣ ñB c J m i m i m, , , , , ,J i iNa KNa K
,

reads as [25]

· ( )
 

m=H g J B 1B
J
B

0

· ( ) · ( )
    

m= D + + +H J A i A i g J B , 2c
J
c

K K Na Na 0

whereAK andANa are the hyperfine constants,μ0 the Bohrmagneton and

B the appliedmagnetic field. The

energyΔ corresponds to the unperturbed energy difference between the two states andwe neglect the hyperfine
term for the singlet state. The 23Na hyperfine couplingANa is almost two orders ofmagnitude larger thanAK and
it was already resolved in previous spectroscopicmeasurements on coldmolecular beams [15]. The hyperfine
splitting of 39K is comparable or even smaller than themolecular state linewidth and remainsmainly unresolved.
At lowfield this allows to consider ∣ ∣ ( )

 
= + =F J i 1 2, 3 2, 5 21 Na as a good quantumnumber, as visible in

figure 2, with three groups of states at lowmagnetic field. Additionally, one can consider the total angular
momentum

     
= + + = +F J i i F iNa K 1 K, where the projection on the quantization axesmF is the only

preserved quantity even at largemagnetic fields. The Zeeman termof equation (2)neglects nuclear contributions
and can be expanded asμ0mJ gJ B, wheremJ is the projection of


J on themagnetic field axis and gJ the Landé

factor. In absence of coupling between singlet and triplet, one has g BJ =gN=gL/(J(J+1))=1/2 and
= »g g 2 1

J
c

s [25, 26], where gL and gS are the known electron orbital and spin g-factors equal to 1 and 2.0023,
respectively. Spin–orbit interaction couples singlet and triplet with strength ξBcwith selection rulesΔJ=0,
D =m 0iNa

andD =m 0iK
. The coupling also already incorporates the vibrational wavefunction overlap of the

two states. Hence, the problem reduces to solving the following (48+48)×(48+48)matrix
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Note that the coupling ξBc shows its effect in twoways:

• As the Zeeman term remains significantly smaller than both the unperturbed singlet–triplet energy difference
Δ and of the coupling strength ξBc, onefinds for strongfields compared to the hyperfine splitting (not shown
in the later figure 3) the effective Landé factors g
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where xD = + D
~

4 Bc
2 2 is the energy difference of the hyperfine centers atB=0 in the the coupled case.

• The acquired triplet character of the singlet state will lead to a large hyperfine splitting, while the triplet one is
decreased.

3.2.One-photon spectroscopy
From spectroscopic investigations [15] the transition energies from the atomic scattering threshold in the a3Σ+

potential to the dominantly ∣ P = ñB v, 81 and dominantly ∣ S = ñ+c v, 303 states are expected to be about
12 242.927 cm−1 for the triplet state and about 12 242.017 cm−1 for the singlet state at amagnetic field of 150 G.
In the followingwewill refer to the states with a dominant triplet character as triplet and to the ones with
dominantly singlet character as singlet.

To locate the excited states, wemeasure the remaining atomnumber in both species after applying the Pump
light for up to 1.6 s for variable detunings from the expected transition frequencies. The atoms associated to

Figure 2.Transitions from the atomic asymptote to the ∣ P = ñB v, 81 and ∣ S = ñ+c v, 303 states. (a), (b)The gray diamonds
correspond to observed π-transitions and the blue circles to observedσ+/σ−-transitions. The lines are showing all possible transitions
from the atomic states to the singlet (b) and triplet (a) states, using the described coupledmodel corrected by the Zeeman shift of the
initial atomic states. All possibleπ-transitions are plotted as dashed gray lines andσ+/σ−-transitions as dotted light blue/solid dark
blue lines. The zeros of the energy scale for the singlet and triplet transitions correspond to the hyperfine centers and are separated by

the perturbed energy differenceD
~
. (c), (d) Spectroscopy data for allmeasuredπ-transitions atB=150 G. For clarity only the losses

originating fromπ-transitions visible on 39K are shown. Amulti-Gaussianfit (solid line) is used to extract the transition energies
which are used for themodelfit in (a), (b). (d)The redmarked loss feature is used for the two-photon spectroscopy in section 4.
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molecules in the excited state collide with the remaining atoms and/or decay to a lower lyingmolecular state.
Both of these effectsmanifest themselves as a decreased number of atoms in the initial state. The step size for the
laser detuning scan is set to a fewMHz, which is sufficient to resolve the different structures with an expected
linewidth of about 2π×6MHz. Themeasurements are performed both for polarizations parallel to the
magnetic field (which impliesπ-transitions from the atomic to themolecular state) and perpendicular to it
(leading to bothσ+- andσ−-transitions). Figures 2(a), (b) shows the positions of the loss features for the triplet
and singlet states andπ- andσ+/−-transitions. In the case of the singlet state, we perform spectroscopic
measurements at two differentmagnetic field strengths to calibrate ourmodel for the Zeeman splitting.
Figures 2(c), (d) show the corresponding atom losses fromπ-transitionsmeasured on 39K.

In themagnetic field range at which ourmeasurements are performed, the energy splitting remains in an
intermediate region between pure Zeeman and Paschen–Back regime (seefigure 2), where F and F1 are no good
quantumnumbers. Selection rules based on themF allow to decrease the number of states to 18 observable ones,
6 forπ- and 12 (3/9) for s+/σ−-transitions.

Figures 2(a), (b) contains the complete collection of the observed resonant features with a distance of
27.347 GHz (=̂ -0.913 cm 1) between themanifold zeroes. The lines result from thefit of ourmodel to the
experimental observations, where the coupling ξBc, the energy differenceΔ and the hyperfine coupling
constants ANa and AK are used as free parameters. The overall curvature of the lines originates from the atomic
state Zeeman effect which is in the intermediate regime for both atoms. From the fit, we obtain ( )=g 0.630 8

J
B
,eff

and ( )=g 0.870 8
J
c
,eff

. The uncertainty comes from thefit and from the ambiguous assignment of few

resonances to a precise state, due to the simultaneous presence ofσ+/σ− polarized light. The unperturbed
energy differenceΔ is found to be equal to 13.1(8)GHz (=0.437(31) cm−1) and ξBc to be equal to 12.0(2)GHz
(=0.400(8) cm−1). The obtained values correspond to a 26(1)%/74(1)%mixing of singlet and triplet states,
which is in agreementwith previous predictions [27]. Remarkably the coupling strength ξBc is comparable to the
unperturbed energy differenceΔ. This explains the largemixing. The obtained value for ANa of 307(9)MHz
( ˆ ( )= -0.0102 3 cm 1) is in good agreement with previous spectroscopicmeasurements [28]. Ourmodel provides a
value for ( )=A 6 9K MHz ( ˆ ( )= ´ - -2 3 10 cm3 1), compatible with previous predictions and
measurements [28, 29].

The amplitudes of the loss features depend on the coupling between the atomic andmolecular states and are
therefore highly dependent on their hyperfine quantumnumbers and thewavefunction overlap. The strong
mixing of thewavefunctions in the excited states and the scatteringwavefunction of the atoms lead to
interference effects altering the effective transition dipole strength. Our calculations do not account for the
interference and thus do not provide an accurate description of transition amplitudes [16].

Figure 3.Two-photon spectroscopy. (a)TheΛ-level scheme shows the involved energy structure for the dark-resonance spectroscopy
as well as induced Stark shifts and line splitting. (b)The two lowest lying accessible rotational states of theX1Σ+ potentialmeasured
with dark-resonance spectroscopy. (c)Autler–Townes spectroscopy for the determination of the coupling strength between the
absolute ground state and the singlet excited state. The asymmetry of the Autler–Townes structure originates from adetuning of the
laser frequency compared to the precise transition energy.
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4. Two-photon ground state spectroscopy

Using the located excited state as a bridge, we demonstrate two-photon spectroscopy of the rovibrational ground
state ∣ S = = ñX v N, 0, 0 ;1 as sketched infigure 1. The energy difference between ground and excited state is
well known from spectroscopic data [15] and can be predictedwithin a precision of -0.08 cm 1. To exactly
determine the energy of the rovibrational ground state, we fixed the Pump laser frequency on the transitionwith
strongest losses from figure 2(d)within the singlet states which ismarkedwith a red dashed curve. The state
originates from the combination of two basis states which are labeled by ∣ - - - ñB c, 1, 1, 3 2, 1 2, 3 2, 1 2
and ∣ - - ñB c, 1, 0, 3 2, 1 2, 3 2, 3 2 where the quantumnumbers are as described in section 3.1.

When the Stokes laser is on resonance, it is inducing a Stark shift on the excited state and a revival of the atom
number is expected as sketched infigure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows this protectionwhen the detuning dStokes is
scannedwith a full width halfmaximum for the ∣ S = = ñ+X v N, 0, 01 of about 405(35)MHz for a laser power
of 5 mW.The observed peak of the transition energy is at 17 452.826(2) cm−1.

Furthermore, to unambiguously identify the ground state, we performed an atom-loss scan also in the range
of frequencies where the second rotationally excited state withN=2 is expected; see figure 3(b). The observed
energy difference of ( )D = ´=  = h 17.3 3 GHzN N0 2 allows us to deduct the rotational constant to be
Bv=0=h×2.89(5)GHz by using the relation ( )D = ´ +=  = B 2 2 1N N0 2 0 . This value agrees with the one
observed by usingmicrowave spectroscopy [30]. The full width of halfmaximum for the protection is 133(27)
MHz. This is smaller than for theN=0 state, indicating aweaker coupling to the excited states, as expected
from theoretical considerations.

To directly determine the coupling strength between the ground and the excited state, wefixed the Stokes
laser frequency close to resonance and scanned the Pump laser frequency detuning dPump. This scan reveals the
well-knownAutler–Townes splitting [17], themagnitude of which is proportional to the dipolematrix element
of the transition. Figure 3(c) shows themeasured remaining atomnumberwith the typical double-loss feature.
The asymmetric shape of the splitting originates from a residual detuning to the exact transition frequency of the
Stokes laser which is determined to be d p= ´ -2 22 MHzStokes .We derive the Rabi frequency

pW = ´2 23.5 MHzStokes for an applied laser power of 5 mW, corresponding to a normalized Rabi frequency

of ( )pW = ´ ´
~ -I2 65.2 kHz mW cmStokes

2 and an effective transition dipolemoment of 0.170 D. Both
values, dStokes and WStokes are derived from a three-levelmaster equationmodeling the line shape shown in
figure 3(c).

5. Conclusion and outlook

Within this work, we have characterized a two-photon scheme for the coupling of the diatomic scattering
threshold in the a3Σ+ potential to the rovibrational ground state ∣ S = = ñ+X v N, 0, 01 . Using
photoassociation spectroscopy, we have observed and characterized the excited state hyperfinemanifolds of the
coupled ∣ P = ñB v, 81 and ∣ S = ñ+c v, 303 states in the bosonic 23Na39Kmolecules at 130 and 150 G, starting
froman ultracold atomic quantum gasmixture in the states ∣ ∣= = - ñ + = = - ñf m f m1, 1 1, 1f fNa K. By
applying a spectral localmodel fit to themeasurements, we have extracted the admixture of these states to be
26 %/74 %.Due to the strong singlet–tripletmixing, this part of the spectrum serves as an ideal bridge from the
triplet atomic scattering threshold to the singlet rovibronic ground statemolecules.Making use of this bridge,
we have identified the rovibrational ground state and the second rotationally excited state in two-photon
spectroscopy. From anAutler–Townesmeasurement we have extracted theRabi-coupling between the excited
and the ground state. Ourwork results in a fully characterized scheme for the conversion of 23Na39K Feshbach
molecules to rovibrational ground state polarmolecules andwill allow for the efficient creation of ultracold
ensembles of chemically stable bosonic 23Na39K ground statemolecules.
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